American University Neighborhood Partnership
Transportation and Parking Working Group Summary
Nov. 7, 2022

Key Discussion Points:
- AU Co-Chair Transition
- Enhanced Neighbor Parking Enforcement
- DDOT Compliance Reporting
- Update on Contract with Spin for On-Campus Scooters
- AU Coordination with DDOT on Bike Share Stations
- Capital Bikeshare Benefits for AU Students
- Relocation of the Spring Valley Bus Stop
- Neighbors Riding AU Shuttles

Summary: After reviewing the agenda, the Transportation and Parking Working Group discussed Dan Nichols coming departure from the University. Moving forward, Phil Morse will be the co-chair representing the AU side of the partnership. Next Dan walked the group through a list of transportation and parking related agenda items, including enhanced parking enforcement in nearby neighborhoods in regards to student enrollment, and plans to share out required DDOT reporting with the group later in the year.

Dan also updated the group on AU’s current and future plans to reduce the impacts of scooters on the community and future bike share stations coming to the University. The meeting closed out with updates on the planned relocation of the Spring Valley bus stop and an announcement that AU neighbors will be allowed to ride AU shuttles again, a roll back of COVID restrictions.